The study of arms and armor involves a wide field of interest. Armor is an important record in the history of the wars of mankind. It is associated with military architecture; with sports and pastimes; with law; with the mythology, symbolism, and ceremony of all nations and religions. Arms and armor are closely connected with the deeds of chival-. ry that were the inspira-. . tion of a whole literary art. They have always . been accessories of the painter and the sculptor, '' and they furnish a wealth of material for the study of the evolution of form and decoration. Finally they include objects of the most remarkable W workmanship ever made in metal.
Shield boss of iron overl In planning the rein-set with paste cabochons stallation of the Muse-graves at Vermand, nort, um's collection, now vI century. Gift ofJ. shown in eight renovated galleries and two corridors of the Morgan Wing, special attention has been paid to the intrinsic beauty of the objects selected for exhibition. Our aim has been to show only those that are distinguished by excellence of form and workmanship or variety of type and to feature the historical pieces, usually the work of the great artist armorers. While no effort has been made to reproduce the spectacular accessories originally worn with armor, the modern soft trappings of the horse panoplies and the flags enhance our exhibits effectively. To enable the visitor to enjoy a more realistic glimpse of the colorful contemporary background of armor a few distin- With the use of plastic it has been possible to disid with gilded silver and play many objects, espeFrom one of the warrior cially the firearms and rn France. Merovingian, swords, so that they may 3ierpont Morgan, 1917 be seen at close range and without having parts of them obscured by their mounting. The careful selection of the objects exhibited has given the advantage of showing only a few pieces in each case, thus encouraging the visitor to study and appreciate thoroughly a limited number instead of yielding to the temptation to skip from one to another. Space economies have been made by showing only one pistol of a brace, except in a few instances where it was considered advisable to emphasize special features. An arrangement has been followed which furnishes an outline of the armorer's art in various countries, more or less in chronological sequence. binding a relic to it to Innsbruck in Austria arm. Rogers Fund, I955 was the rival of Milan, and three pieces with the marks of Innsbruck armorers are exhibited: a sallet by Jorg Wagner, a transitional helmet by Hans Maystetter, and a breastplate by Hans Prunner. These pieces were among the objects lent to the exhibition of the work of Innsbruck armorers held in Innsbruck in I954.
The group of knightly swords in this gallery is worth noting. A characteristic of fifteenthcentury swords is the exceptionally long grip, which enabled knights to wield them with both hands when on foot. The blades are wide, doubleedged, and tapering, so that they could be used for both cut and thrust. One of our swords has its hilt wrought in bronze, chiseled and gilded, and on the pommel are the enameled arms of the Sieur de Gaucourt of the court of Charles VIII. Another, according to the Arabic inscription on its blade, was part of the booty captured in Alexandria by the Egyptian Mamelukes. The swords are supplemented by a rich series of contemporary daggers and a number of fine pommels, one with the enameled arms of Peter of Dreux, Duke of Brittany and Earl of Richmond and a Crusader with Louis IX (Saint Louis).
The shafted weapons on the walls include a series of halberds. the hook or beak ' ofwhich was used _ to drag a knight from his saddle, to trip a horse, or, at need, to grapple a wall. Some of our halberds are of the types used by the Swiss infantry at the victorious battles of Granson, Morat, and Nancy. There is also a group of Saddle of wood overlaid with sculj war hammers too fragile to serve in battle; thej and axes, weap-the gentle horses led in festivals. ons used in combat on foot as a display of prowess or in a judicial combat to terminate some personal quarrel.
The later shafted weapons, many with heraldic arms, are distributed through the remaining galleries. Most of them are richly decorated, bringing to mind the pomp and ceremony of ancient warfare. They are arranged in groups that were borne by the state guards of the imperial house of Austria, French royalty and nobility, the prince archbishops of the Holy Roman Empire, the Saxon electors, the dukes of Bavaria, and Italian princes. These weapons of state had a humble origin: they developed from the primitive pole-arms that were the tools of the peasantry and were carried by them when drafted into military service.
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Renaissance armor (beginning in the central gallery on the east and continuing in the two northwest galleries) was designed for display rather than use. In the fifteenth century the beauty of armor was related to its utility. By the middle of the century armorers had developed a simplicity of line with protective qualities that could not be improved upon; hence the energies of renaissance artists were necessarily expended upon ornamentation and enrichment. The wheellock was the popular weapon for sportsmen, while the matchlock was preferred by soldiers. The butt of the early sporting gun was based on the stock of the crossbow in design, and both gun and crossbow were often ornamented with sculptured and engraved plaques of ivory, bone, or staghorn. As the early gunstocks were heavy in form in order to balance the heavy barrel they provided plenty of surface for decoration. Our firearms show great variety of ornament. The stocks of walnut, rosewood, ebony, and other woods are effectively carved; they are overlaid with ivory plaques that are engraved, carved, stained, and inlaid with staghorn, enamel, mother-of-pearl, silver plaques, wire of different metals, and chiseled bronze and steel mountings. The result often made an effective color scheme. The locks and barrels are chiseled and engraved, gilded and damascened. Such weapons are objects of luxury, created for the richest and most critical personages of their time by the most skillful artists and craftsmen.
The armorer was highly esteemed by his contemporaries and took his place with other able artists in the patronage of the great. Vasari in his Lives of the Most Eminent Painters mentions the Milanese armorer Philip de Negroli, whose works had "brought him great fame." The Negroli were ennobled, fame and fortune came to the Helmschmieds through the Austrian emperors, and the imperial Maximilian was pictured in his workshop with his hand on the shoulder of the master armorer Seusenhofer. Donatello made his statue of Saint George for the Armorers' Guild of Florence. Military panoplies were designed by Leonardo. We are sure that in their new installation the fine works in our collection, from the medieval period through the Renaissance, will make more real for the visitor the part arms and armor played in the glamour and magnificence of these ages. 
